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Judicial activism may be taken to mean the 

movements of the judiciary to probe into 

the inner functioning of the other organs of 

the government viz., the executive and the 

legislature. Though judicial activism is 

generally utilized in cases involving 

blatant inactiveness on the part of the 

executive to implement the law, but in 

some instances it is also used where both 

the legislative and the executive organs 

have failed to discharge their functions 

satisfactorily. After all can it be argued 

that the Supreme Court being the guardian 

of the Constitution should remain silent 

spectator? On several occasions for 

instance, in the matter of black money
1
, 2-

G spectrum matter
2
, appointment of CVC

3
, 

cash for queries
4
 and appointment of 

SPO’s
5
 in Naxalite areas etc. the court has  
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directed the executive or legislature to 

discharge their duties or functions. The 

great contribution of judicial activism in 

India has been to provide a safety valve in 

a democracy and a hope that justice is not 

beyond reach. 

The main object of judicial activism is to 

maintain the rule of law in the country. 

The rule of law requires each organ of the 

government to perform the functions 

assigned to it by Constitution. If the 

legislature does not make required law and 

the executive does not execute the law, 

does not arrest the law breakers and does 

not collect evidence against them there 

will be complete death of the rule of law 

which is necessary of the very existence of 

the society. The court cannot be and 

should not be a party to it as it is the 

guardian of the Constitution and protector 

of the rule of the law in the country. It has 

rightly been said that to safeguard the rule 

of law, on the foundation of which the 

super structure of democratic rule rests, 

judicial intervention becomes the need of 
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the hour.
6
 

While liberally interpreting the rights, the 

court could not stop at merely those rights 

that had been recognized as judicially 

enforceable rights known as civil liberties. 

The Constitution of India included socio-

economic rights such as the right to 

primary education,
7
 the right to adequate 

means of livelihood
8
 or the right to work

9
 

in the directive principles of state policy 

incorporated in part IV of the Constitution. 

These social and economic rights have 

been recognized in the universal 

declaration of Human Rights.
10

 It is true 

that these rights cannot be effectively 

made enforceable through judicial process. 

They require legislative and executive 

action. The Supreme Court of India 

declared the right to education,
11

 the right 

to shelter
12

 and the right to childhood
13

 as 

being part of the fundamental right to life 

and personal liberty guaranteed by article 

21 of the Constitution.  

The directive principle of state policy 

although supposed to be fundamental in 
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the governance of the country were not 

enforceable in any court. The court by 

incorporating them within the fundamental 

right to life and personal liberty made 

them enforceable. In terms of legal 

positivism, these were clearly examples of 

the court’s having overreached itself.  

In the very beginning of the enforcement 

of the Constitution the first tiff between 

the Supreme Court and executive arose in 

1951, when the court held the laws of 

Zamindari Abolition Act to be bad as 

infringing Article 31, insofar as it did not 

pay just compensation, i.e., market value 

for the acquisition. This was obviously a 

big blow to the executive. Rightly there 

was lot of criticism of judiciary as being 

pro-rich. After this the government by 

amending power enacted Constitution 

(First Amendment) Act, 1951. The 

purpose was to validate the acquisition of 

Zamindaris. This was a score in favour of 

executive’s democratic credentials against 

judicial conservative response. 

Judicial activism in the area of human 

rights has been facilitated in considerable 

measure by PIL. This is exemplified by the 

Court’s active concern with the rights of 

detunes
14

 and under trials
15

, police 

excesses including arbitrary arrests
16

, 
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custodial violence
17

 and extra-judicial 

killings
18

, conditions in prison and other 

custodial institutions like children’s 

homes
19

, women’s homes
20

, and so on.  

In the early years of PIL, the Court 

focused on the rights of prisoners and 

petitions from a wide cross-section of 

citizens including lawyers and journalists 

to open the doors of the Courts to the 

millions of under trials living in inhuman 

conditions in the country’s prisons. First, 

the Court would convert the facts brought 

before it into a petition under Article 32. It 

would then issue directions to the state 

agency concerned to provide information, 

and if this was not forthcoming, it would 

appoint a commissioner to elicit the facts. 

Once convinced that the matter required its 

intervention, the Court would issue 

mandamus to state agencies to carry out its 

directive within a specified time-frame. 

This would include release of persons 

unlawfully detained, ensuring the closure 

of their cases if found to be pending for an 

unduly long time, and even directing that 

the detenues be compensated and 

rehabilitated. The Court also took the 

opportunity to give directions to state 

agencies to minimize further violations of 
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arsev.Secy.,Children’sAidSociety, 

(1987)3SCC50;AIR1987 SC 656. 
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human rights.  

In the first PIL on prisoner’ rights,
21

 the 

attention of the court was drawn to the 

incredible situation of Bihar under trials 

who had been detained pending trial for 

periods far in excess of the maximum 

sentence of the offences they were charged 

with. The Court not only proceeded to 

make the right to speedy trial the central 

issue of the case but passed an order of 

general release of under trials who had 

undergone detention beyond such 

maximum period. 

Acting upon a letter petition in August 

1986 by the Chairman of the Legal Aid 

                                                           
21HussainaraKhatoonv.StateofBihar(ItoVI),(1980)1S

CC81. 

KadraPahadiyav.StateofBihar(1981)3SCC671wasan

othercasethatdealtwiththeissuedofspeedytrial.The

conditionsoflifeconvictsinTiharjailattractedtheCour

t’sconcerninapetitionsenttoitbyaprisoner.The 

Courtintroducedhumanenessintothepenitentiarysy

stembyrequiringexceptionalcircumstancesandadeq

uateprecautionsforsolitaryconfinement:SunilBatravD

elhiAdmn.(1980)3SCC488.Thehorrificblindingofpris

onerinBhagalpurJailinBiharformedthesubjectmatte

rofanotherPIL:AnilYadavv.StateofBihar(1981)1SCC

622;Khatri(I)v.StateofBihar(1981)1SCC623.InVeena

Sethiv.StateofBihar(1982)2SCC583theCourtfoundt

hatprisonswerebeingusedtohousethementallyillfor

thirtyandfortyyearsatastretch.Correctiveandpreven

tivestepswereputinmotion.InSupremeCourtLegalAidC

ommitteeReprsenting 

UndertrialPrisonersv.UnionofIndia(1994)6SCC731the

SupremeCourtgavedirections 

regardingreleaseonbailofundertrialsfacingchargesu

ndertheNarcoticDrugsandPsychiatricSubstancesAct

,1985.Theissueofhandcuffingandfetteringofundertr

ialswasbroughtbeforetheSupremeCourtbyjournalis

tKuldipNayyar.TheCourtreiterateditsearlierdirectio

nsanddeclaredthatwithoutthepriorpermissionofth

emagistrate,theauthoritieswouldnotforcehandcuff

sorotherfettersonaprisonerwhilelodgedinajailorintra

nsitformonejailto anotherortotheCourt:Citizensfor 

Democracy v. StateofAssam(1995)3 SCC 743. 
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Services, West Bengal, which drew 

attention to the repeated instances of 

custodial deaths in West Bengal,
22

 the 

Court laid down the procedure to be 

followed by the police on the arrest of a 

person. It said:  

“Police is, no doubt, under 

a legal duty and has a legitimate 

right to arrest a criminal and to 

interrogate him during the 

investigation of an offence but the 

law does not permit use of third 

degree methods or torture of the 

accused in custody during 

interrogation and investigation 

with a view to solve the crime. End 

cannot justify the means. … No 

society can permit it.”
23

 

This article  comprehensively 

examines Supreme Court of India’s 

judicial activism and thus the broad 

interpretation of Article 21 of the Indian 

Constitution. It explores the reasons for 

such liberal interpretation when there was 

no such mandate by the founding fathers 

of the Constitution. It examines the 

reasons for judicial creativity and justifies 

the role played by the Supreme Court of 

India in protecting the fundamental rights 

of the citizens when the legislative and 

                                                           
22D.K.Basuv.StateofWestBengalDr.A.M.Singhvihasb
eenassistingtheCourtinD.K.Basuv.UnionofIndia,(19
97)1 SCC 416. 
23Ibidat 439.(D.K.Basucase). 

executive failed in performing their duties. 

The new interpretation of Article 21 in 

Maneka Gandhi
24

 has ushered a new era of 

expansion of the horizons of right to life 

and personal liberty. The wide dimension 

given to this right now covers various 

aspects which the founding fathers of the 

Constitution might or might not have 

visualized.  

The purpose of this study is to examine the 

Indian experience of judicial review during 

the last sixty eight years and trace the 

vicissitudes of judicial activism and the 

changing role perception of the judiciary 

in Indian democracy. How did it transform 

itself from a positivist court to an activist 

court? Again what is meant by activism? It 

is necessary to understand the difference 

between activism and excessivism? Has 

the court been adventurist? Is there any 

line between activism, excessivism, and 

adventurism? Is the present judicial 

activism a mere temporary phenomenon? 

Have the courts really overreached them 

self? Have they usurped the functions of 

other co-ordinate organs of the state? What 

are the limits within which judicial review 

must operate? How far has the court’s 

jurisprudence of the last decade departed 

from its jurisprudence during the first 

decade of the Constitution? In order to 

answer these questions, it is essential to 
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examine what role the founding fathers 

expected from the apex court to play while 

providing for judicial review; to what 

extent has the Supreme Court departed 

from such conception of its role and how 

does it perceive its own role in Indian 

democracy? Judicial process is essentially 

efficient in preventing encroachments on 

rights or liberties. But can it create new 

rights that require positive action in terms 

of allocation of resources? What is the 

permissible scope for interference by 

courts with policy making by the 

government including methods for 

disposal of natural resources?  

The above stated revolution in the basic 

concept makes it imperative that the 

concept of right to life and personal liberty 

should be examined a new with reference 

to development, meaning, width and 

depth, along with judicial interpretation, 

justification for such liberal interpretation, 

and relation of Article 21 with the 

provisions of Article 32 and Directive 

principles of the State policy and 

International Human Rights Instruments. 

Further, the protection of this right is 

burning topics of the day. 

Today PIL is less utilized as a 

medium of social empowerment and is 

being increasingly used to raise the issues 

of political governance or to espouse the 

interests of middle class Indians. The 

concept of justiciability has been expanded 

to such an extent that one can easily 

invoke article 32 of the Constitution 

(which is intended to be used to enforce 

fundamental rights) to challenge the 

constitutional validity of a law setting up 

private universities or a law dealing with 

deportation of illegal migrants, or 

questioning the induction of tainted 

ministers in the union cabinet, or 

protesting the rise in the price of onions or 

strikes by the workers or the issue of 

disproportionate wealth owned by a chief 

minister, and so on.  

The questions that need to be asked 

with reference to PIL jurisprudence on 

rights proclaimed in Art 21 are: was PIL 

jurisdiction evolved to address largely the 

issues of governance? What are the 

reasons for the decline of PIL cases 

espousing the cause of the poor and the 

down trodden? Have the judges become 

less sensitive towards the problems of the 

poor and people consider it futile to 

approach the court for seeking justice for 

the poor? 


